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Attentional resources in timing:
Interference effects in concurrent temporal

and nontemporal working memory tasks

SCOTT W. BROWN
University ofSouthern Maine, PorUand, Maine

Three experiments examined interference effects in concurrent temporal and nontemporal tasks.
The timing task in each experiment required subjects to generate a series of 2-or 5-sec temporal pro
ductions. The nontemporal tasks were pursuit rotor tracking (Experiment 1), visual search (Exper
iment 2), and mental arithmetic (Experiment 3). Each nontemporal task had two levels of difficulty.
All tasks were performed under both single- and dual-task conditions. A simple attentional alloca
tion model predicts bidirectional interference between concurrent tasks. The main results showed
the classic interference effect in timing. That is, the concurrent nontemporal tasks caused temporal
productions to become longer (longer productions represent a shortening of perceived time) and/or
more variable than did timing-onlyconditions. In general, the difficult version of each nontemporal
task disrupted timing more than the easier version. The timing data also exhibited a serial lengthen
ing effect, in which temporal productions became longer across trials. Nontemporal task perfor
mance showed a mixed pattern. Tracking and visual search were essentially unaffected by the addi
tion of a timing task, whereas mental arithmetic was disrupted by concurrent timing. These results
call for a modification of the attentional allocation model to incorporate the idea of specialized pro
cessing resources. Two major theoretical frameworks-multiple resource theory and the working
memory model-are critically evaluated with respect to the resource demands of timing and tem
poral/nontemporal dual-task performance.

The interference effect is one of the most consistent
findings in the time perception literature. The effect
refers to a disruption in timing that occurs when subjects
are required to perform some demanding nontemporal
task during the interval. The usual result is that perceived
time becomes shortened. Because of differences between
time judgment methods (see below), this effect is mani
fested as either shorter verbal estimations and reproduc
tions or longer temporal productions. Time judgments
also may display more error and variability under non
temporal task conditions than under control (no-task)
conditions. This paper explores the nature of this effect,
with special reference to the role ofattentional processes
in timing. First, a review of the empirical and theoretical
work in the area is presented, and issues involving mu
tual interference between temporal and nontemporal pro
cessing are raised. Three experiments designed to ad
dress these issues are reported. The paper concludes with
a discussion centering on the relationship between tim
ing and current models of attentional resources.

Some of this work was presented at the Fourth International Work
shop on Rhythm Perception and Production, Bourges, France, June
1992. Special thanks are extended to Peter N. Johansson, who recruited
subjects and collected data. The author also thanks Mike Braunstein,
Francoise Macar, and two anonymous reviewers for their helpful com
ments on an earlier version of this paper. Correspondence should be
addressed to S. W. Brown, Department of Psychology, University of
Southern Maine, Portland, ME 04104-9300(e-mail: swbrown@usm.
maine.edu).

ATTENTION IN TIMING

All studies discussed in this paper have been con
ducted under the prospective paradigm, in which sub
jects are informed at the start of the experiment that the
task is to judge time. These instructions are designed to
focus awareness on the passage of time itself. Although
Block (1990) has objected to the term attention to time
as being too vague, other writers have characterized this
condition as "the experience of time- in-passing" (Hicks,
Miller, Gaes, & Bierman, 1977), a "perceptual readiness"
to process temporal cues (Zakay, 1992), or a state of
"heightened temporal awareness" related to boredom,
impatience, and anticipation (Brown, 1985). Attention to
time sometimes includes various self-generated time
keeping strategies (Poynter, 1989), including subvocal
counting, repeating rhythmical motor sequences, and vi
sualizing clock faces. Michon (1972, 1985; Michon &
Jackson, 1984) contends that temporal and nontemporal
information processing are functionally equivalent and
that attention to time is similar in principle to attention to
any other perceptual or cognitive events. Thus, a concur
rent nontemporal task competes with timekeeping by dis
tracting attention away from time.

Interference Studies
Many different types of tasks have been used as dis

tractor or interference tasks in timing studies. These
tasks tap into a wide range ofprocesses, including motor
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skills, perceptual discrimination, visual and verbal pro
cessing, memory search, and response decisions. There
is a growing literature on this topic, and many papers in
clude multiple experiments. Over 80 individual experi
ments published between 1924 and 1995 are reviewed
here; all examined the effects of task demands on time
judgment performance. Only 9 studies (II %) were found
that either failed to produce the interference effect or
produced an opposite pattern. Although this listing is not
exhaustive, it probably captures most of the main studies
in the area.

Numerous perceptual tasks have been shown to dis
rupt timing. Task conditions requiring perceptual-motor
coordination, such as mirror drawing (Brown, 1985, Ex
periment I; Wilsoncroft & Stone, 1975), reversed print
ing (DeWolfe & Duncan, 1959), and mechanical problem
solving (Hawkins & Meyer, 1965), shorten perceived
time relative to control (no-task) conditions. Similarly,
perceptual judgment tasks involving weight discrimina
tion (Harton, 1938b), loudness discrimination (Grondin
& Macar, 1992; Macar, Grondin, & Casini, 1994, Ex
periment 3), brightness discrimination (Casini, Macar, &
Grondin, 1992, Experiment 2; Macar et aI., 1994, Ex
periment 2), and tactile judgment (Zakay, 1993a, Exper
iment 2) all disrupt timing, although there are exceptions
(Thomas & Cantor, 1975; Zakay, 1993a, Experiment I).

Some studies have paired timing with tasks empha
sizing visual or spatial processing, such as maze learn
ing (Cohen, 1971; Harton, 1942), mental rotation (Fortin
& Breton, 1995, Experiment 3), mirror reading (Gullik
sen, 1927), and form completion (Zakay, 1993b). In all
these studies, the concurrent task shortened perceived
time. Visual search tasks, in which subjects must scan an
array of distractor stimuli for the presence (or absence)
of a target stimulus, cause either a shortening of per
ceived time (Fortin, Rousseau, Bourque, & Kirouac, 1993,
Experiment 2) or more error in time judgments (Thomas
& Cantor, 1978) relative to control conditions involving
timing only. However, Fortin et al. (1993, Experiments 3
and 4) reported that increased task difficulty (as defined
by increased numbers ofdistractors) did not lead to a fur
ther shortening of perceived time.

Studies employing verbal tasks have produced a gen
erally consistent pattern of results. Several studies have
shown that the Stroop task shortens perceived time (Saw
yer, Meyers, & Huser, 1994, Experiments 2 and 4; Zakay,
1989, Experiment 3; Zakay, 1993c, Experiments 1,2, and
3; Zakay & Fallach, 1984, Experiment I), although one
study (Zakay & Fallach, 1984, Experiment 3) obtained
null results. Anagram problems produce a similar short
ening ofperceived time (DeWolfe & Duncan, 1959; Saw
yer et aI., 1994, Experiments I, 3, and 4), as do a wide va
riety ofother verbal tasks, including proofreading (Brown
& Stubbs, 1992), judging rhyming patterns (Fortin &
Breton, 1995, Experiment 2), solving analogies (Axel,
1924), and verbal rehearsal (Miller, Hicks, & Willette,
1978). Some researchers have compared time judgments
of intervals spent performing easy versus difficult ver
sions of such tasks, and the results show that the more
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difficult task is associated with shorter judgments (Block,
1992, Experiment I; Harton, 1938a), although one study
yielded an opposite effect (Martin, Shumate, & Frauen
felder, 1981). Some experimental designs have included
three or more task conditions representing different de
grees ofdifficulty, and the results indicate that perceived
time becomes progressively shortened as the task be
comes more demanding (Smith, 1969; Zakay, Nitzan, &
Glicksohn, 1983). It should be noted, however, that one
manipulation that does not seem to interfere reliably
with prospective timing is depth of processing. In this
task, subjects must respond to either the structural fea
tures of words (shallow processing) or the semantic as
pects of the words (deep processing). Although McClain
(1983) found evidence that deeper processing was asso
ciated with shorter and more inaccurate time judgments,
other studies have found either no effect (Block, 1992,
Experiment 2) or an ambiguous pattern (Martinez, 1992,
1994).

Many researchers have employed a variety of
information-processing tasks emphasizing cognitive ef
fort, short-term memory, and mental operations. Although
Essman (1958) found that a problem-solving task length
ened perceived time, most other studies report that ef
fortful cognitive tasks shorten perceived time. For exam
ple, intervals spent performing demanding attentional
tasks (Brown, 1985, Experiment 2; Tsao, Wittlieb, Miller,
& Wang, 1983) or memory tasks (Fortin & Breton, 1995,
Experiment I; Hicks & Brundige, 1974) are associated
with a shortening of perceived time and/or more error in
time judgments relative to control conditions. Fortin and
colleagues (Fortin & Rousseau, 1987; Fortin et aI., 1993,
Experiment I) studied memory search tasks and found that
the more mental comparisons required, the progressively
shorter the perceived time (longer temporal productions).

Two particular cognitive tasks have been used in sev
eral timing studies. One task involves manipulations of
response uncertainty, which is usually accomplished by
having subjects sort playing cards into a single stack (0 bits
of information per card), two stacks based on color (I bit
of information), or four stacks based on suit (2 bits of in
formation). Conditions involving more response uncer
tainty (i.e., more bits of transmitted information) are
judged to be shorter than control (no-sorting) or single
stack sorting conditions (Allen, 1980; Zakay, 1992, Ex
periment 1). Hicks and colleagues (Hicks et aI., 1977;
Hicks, Miller, & Kinsbourne, 1976) obtained linear de
creases in time judgments (verbal estimates) as a func
tion of increased response uncertainty. The one exception
to this pattern was reported by Michon (1965), who em
ployed a choice response task involving pointers occu
pying different positions on dial faces; he found that
greater response uncertainty lengthened perceived time
(shorter temporal productions). The other cognitive task
used in many studies is mental arithmetic. Most experi
ments comparing control (no-task) versus mental arith
metic conditions find that the task reliably shortens per
ceived time (Burnside, 1971; Gulliksen, 1927; Hawkes,
1972; Hawkes & Sherman, 1972; Wilsoncroft & Stone,
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1975). Timejudgments also may become more inaccurate
under arithmetic conditions than under control conditions
(Marmaras, Vassilakis, & Dounias, 1995). Wilsoncroft,
Stone, and Bagrash (1978) manipulated task difficulty
but found no difference between temporal judgments of
easy and difficult (as defined by the magnitude of the
digits employed) mental multiplication problems.

Thus, there is a substantial amount of empirical evi
dence showing that nontemporal tasks disrupt timing
typically, by shortening perceived time and, sometimes,
by increasing time judgment variability. With some ex
ceptions, increases in nontemporal task difficulty lead to
a graded deterioration in timing performance. These ef
fects are produced by an extraordinarily wide range of
nontemporal tasks. Theoretical explanations for these ef
fects emphasize limited-capacity attention, multitask
time sharing, and the allocation ofprocessing resources.

Attentional Allocation Model
A number ofauthors have argued that the interference

effect can best be accounted for by an attentional allo
cation model (e.g., Brown, 1985; Brown & West, 1990;
Hicks et aI., 1977; Hicks et aI., 1976; Thomas & Brown,
1974; Thomas & Cantor, 1975, 1978; Thomas & Weaver,
1975; Zakay, 1989, 1993a). In this view, temporal pro
cessing requires attentional resources. The more attention
devoted to time, the greater the lengthening ofperceived
duration, perhaps because additional resources enhance
the accumulation of temporal cues in a cognitive timer
mechanism. Nontemporal tasks draw processing re
sources away from timing. A person trying to keep track
of time while simultaneously performing a demanding
cognitive task is placed in a dual-task situation, in which
resources must be shared between temporal and non
temporal processing. Fewer resources allocated to time
keeping disrupt the accumulation of cues in the timer.
Many cues are not fully processed or are missed entirely,
resulting in an internal temporal record that is incom
plete, unreliable, and full ofgaps. Time judgments, based
on this record, are correspondingly inaccurate. These
judgments often show that perceived time is shortened,
an effect that may reflect the overall reduction in the
number of stored temporal cues. In some cases, time
judgments exhibit more variability or absolute error
(both underestimations and overestimations). These re
sponses represent an instability in temporal processing
and point to a large element of error, uncertainty, and
guessing in subjects' judgments.

The model has prompted new approaches to the study
of attentional resources in time perception. In the multi
ple timing procedure (Brown & West, 1990), subjects
must attend to multiple independent, overlapping tem
poral events and judge the duration ofone ofthose events
chosen at random. The reasoning is that two or more
concurrent temporal tasks should compete for process
ing resources and interfere with one another. A series of
studies involving various time judgment methods and re
sponse measures showed that temporal judgments be
came more inaccurate and variable under multiple tim-

ing conditions and that greater numbers of temporal
events produced a progressive deterioration in time judg
ment performance (see Brown, Stubbs, & West, 1992;
Brown & West, 1990). In the attentional sharing proce
dure, subjects are instructed to devote specified amounts
of attention to concurrent temporal and nontemporal
tasks (e.g., 75% ofattention to time and 25% to the non
temporal task). A number of studies have shown that
time judgments become increasingly inaccurate (a re
duction in temporal sensitivity as measured by d') as less
attention is allocated to timing (see Casini et aI., 1992;
Grondin & Macar, 1992; Macar et al., 1994).

Hence, the attentional allocation model provides a clear
and straightforward account ofthe interference effect. The
model also is consistent with experiments involving more
direct manipulations of attention to time. However, one
important issue has been ignored in most previous re
search. This issue involves performance on the nontem
poral task and the notion of bidirectional interference.

Bidirectional Interference
If the attentional model is correct in assuming that

temporal and nontemporal tasks compete for processing
resources, then it is reasonable to expect that the pattern
of interference would be bidirectional. That is, if atten
tional resources must be shared between two tasks, then
each task receives a reduced (and, presumably, less than
optimal) amount of attention. It follows that if nontem
poral processing interferes with timing, then timing should
interfere with nontemporal processing. A clear demon
stration of bidirectional interference between temporal
and nontemporal tasks would provide strong support for
the attentional allocation model. Despite its theoretical
importance, however, research in this area is sparse.
There are two main problems. These problems also exist
in other studies based on the dual-task paradigm (see
Kinsbourne & Hiscock, 1983, p. 323). First, researchers
usually do not measure nontemporal task performance.
The focus is centered primarily on temporal judgments,
and the nontemporal task is viewed simply as a means of
distracting subjects from time. The second problem is an
experimental design problem. Most studies do not in
clude a control condition in which the nontemporal task
is performed alone, without any requirement to judge
time. This condition is critical for evaluating the re
source demands of timing.

A few studies are free of these problems. Thomas and
Cantor (1975) presented tachistoscopic displays of cir
cles to subjects under three conditions: judge time only,
judge size only, and mixed (judge either time or size).
The results showed that time judgments were equivalent
under time and mixed conditions, whereas size judgments
declined from size to mixed conditions. A later study
(Thomas & Cantor, 1978) involving a letter detection
task found the reverse pattern, with a reduction in time
judgment accuracy from time to mixed conditions, but
no change in letter detection accuracy under the detection
and mixed conditions. Two studies using the attentional
sharing procedure (Macar et aI., 1994, Experiments 2



and 3) found interference for time judgments, but not for
the nontemporal task. However, other attentional sharing
studies have reported clear evidence of performance
tradeoffs between timing and various concurrent non
temporal tasks, including loudness judgments (Grondin
& Macar, 1992), brightness judgments (Casini et al.,
1992, Experiment I), and word categorization (Macar
et a!., 1994, Experiment I). Grondin and Macar (1992)
argued that the bidirectional pattern of interference im
plied that the temporal and nontemporal tasks competed
for a common set of processing resources.

Research from two other areas-human factors and
manual tapping-also bear on the issue of bidirectional
temporal/nontemporal interference. Many investigators
in human factors are concerned with mental workload in
complex multi task environments, and some of this re
search involves concurrent temporal and nontemporal
tasks (see Eggemeier & Wilson, 1991, pp. 224-228). The
usual procedure is to test subjects on a complex primary
task with different degrees ofdifficulty and measure per
formance on various concurrent secondary tasks. Often,
an intrusion analysis is applied to primary task perfor
mance to assess "artifactual" effects attributable to the
secondary tasks. This analysis is important in the present
context, because it may reveal bidirectional interference
between temporal and nontemporal tasks. Several studies
using a flight simulator as the primary task and temporal
production as a secondary task have found that timing
responses become more variable as the flight task be
comes more difficult, but that flight performance itself is
unaffected by concurrent timing (Bortolussi, Kantowitz,
& Hart, 1986; Casali & Wierwille, 1983, 1984; Wierwille
& Connor, 1983). One study (Wierwille, Rahimi, &
Casali, 1985) did find a pattern of bidirectional interfer
ence. The primary task in this case involved manipula
tions of navigational workload, a task that relies heavily
on mathematical problem solving. Time judgments
showed a linear increase in variability as the navigational
task became more difficult. An intrusion analysis revealed
that concurrent timing increased the error rate on the
navigational task, relative to no-timing control conditions.

Research involving manual tapping also relates to the
issue of bidirectional interference. In this task, subjects
must generate a regular series ofrapid tapping responses
(ranging from one or two taps per second to tapping as
fast as possible). Although often described as a manual
or motor task (e.g., Kinsbourne & Hiscock, 1983), the
task is also a timing task involving short temporal pro
ductions. The task is employed frequently in dual-task
experiments exploring cerebral asymmetry, task com
patibility, and resource demands. Several researchers
have shown that the addition of various concurrent tasks
increases the variability of tapping responses (Klapp,
1981; Michon, 1966; Nagasaki, 1990), an outcome that
corresponds to the interference effect in timing. In some
experiments, researchers have carefully measured both
tapping and nontapping performance under single- and
dual-task conditions. Some studies have found interfer
ence in tapping performance only (Bathurst & Kee,
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1994; Kantowitz & Knight, 1976, Experiment 1; Kee,
Morris, Bathurst, & Hellige, 1986). However, other stud
ies have uncovered evidence ofbidirectional interference
between tapping and concurrent mental arithmetic tasks
(Kantowitz & Knight, 1974; Kantowitz & Knight, 1976,
Experiment 2; Klapp, Porter-Graham, & Hoifjeld, 1991)
and reading tasks (Hiscock, Cheesman, Inch, Chipuer, &
Graff, 1989).

The findings on bidirectional interference are mixed.
Of the 18 studies reviewed above that have examined
both temporal and nontemporal performance, 7 reported
bidirectional interference, 10 reported interference in
timing performance only, and I reported interference in
nontemporal performance only. These studies differ con
siderably in terms of temporal and nontemporal tasks,
durations, response measures, and so on. What is needed
is a more systematic examination ofdifferent nontemporal
tasks within a common methodological framework.

THE PRESENT RESEARCH

The present research consists of three experiments de
signed to measure performance on concurrent temporal
and nontemporal tasks. The tasks were performed on a
continuous basis across a series of2-min trials. This pro
cedure creates a reasonably large performance "window"
in which to examine any potential interference effects,
yet it is small enough to minimize fatigue. Continuous,
self-paced tasks were chosen because they provide steady
state (as opposed to transient) measures ofresource avail
ability (see Gopher, 1986). The experimental design also
included single- and dual-task conditions for both the
temporal and the nontemporal tasks. The attentional al
location model assumes that temporal and nontemporal
tasks draw from the same limited pool of processing re
sources. Therefore, simultaneous temporal and nontem
poral processing should produce mutual interference due
to resource competition.

General Method
Timing task. The timing task was designed to minimize the

role of episodic, long-term memory and reconstructive processes
in time judgments and to maximize the role of short-term, work
ing memory and attentional resources. Consequently, subjects
judged relatively short durations (2 and 5 sec); two durations were
used to test the generality ofthe findings. The task was to produce
a series of these durations by pressing a response key repeatedly
as the trial progressed. Thus, subjects generated a series of short
temporal productions, providing a continuous "on-line" measure
of timing throughout the task interval. One important aspect of
this methodology is that temporal productions bear an inverse re
lationship to verbal estimations and reproductions (Doob, 1971,
pp. 27-29; Fraisse, 1978, pp. 215-217). With verbal estimations
and reproductions, subjects judge an interval defined by the ex
perimenter. If conditions during the interval cause a reduction in
the number oftemporal cues perceived, subjects may be biased to
judge the interval as having been relatively short. In contrast, the
production method requires that subjects generate a specified in
terval. If the prevailing task conditions reduce the number or
salience of temporal cues, then the subject may allow a relatively
longer amount of time to pass by before he or she judges that the
interval has elapsed. Hence, the same set of experimental condi-
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Table 1
Outline of Task Conditions for Sessions 1 and 2

Session I: Single-TaskConditions
2-sec Timing
5-sec Timing
Easy nontemporal task
Difficult nontemporal task

Session 2: Dual-TaskConditions
2-sec Timing+ Easy task
2-sec Timing+ Difficult task
5-sec Timing+ Easy task
5-sec Timing+ Difficult task

tions results in shorter verbal estimations and reproductions, yet
longer productions. In both cases, perceived time is shortened (see
Zakay, 1993c, for an empirical comparison of these methods in
the context of the interference effect). Therefore, to be consistent
with previous work, one would expect temporal productions to be
come longer (and/or more variable) in the presence of interfering
nontemporal task demands.

Nontemporal tasks. Each of the three experiments involved a
different nontemporal task. Selection of the tasks was based on
several important considerations. First, task performance had to
be compatible with the ongoing nature of the concurrent timing
task. This provision limited the choices to tasks that could be per
formed in a continuous, uninterrupted fashion with a single hand.
Second, the nontemporal tasks were required to be capacity
consuming tasks that could be manipulated to produce different
degrees of difficulty. Research on the interference effect suggests
that time judgment performance should deteriorate as a function
of increasing nontemporal task demands. A third requirement was
that the nontemporal tasks be associated with an established body
ofresearch. A preexisting literature provides a set of standardized
methods and response measures, as well as a theoretical context
for the nontemporal task. Finally, the tasks were selected to reflect
the wide range of nontemporal tasks that have produced the inter
ference effect. The tasks chosen represented three broad areas:
motor, perceptual, and cognitive. Experiment I (motor) involved
pursuit rotor tracking, Experiment 2 (perceptual) involved a vi
sual search task, and Experiment 3 (cognitive) involved mental
arithmetic. The attentional allocation model assumes that timing
diverts resources from the nontemporal task, and so should pro
duce a deterioration in nontemporal performance.

Procedure. The same general methodology was used in all
three experiments. Each subject was tested in each condition on
two different sessions. Table 1 outlines the structure of the exper
iments. Session 1 involved single-task (control) conditions, and it
was designed to obtain baseline performance measures on the tim
ing tasks and nontemporal tasks. Each condition included four 2
min trials. In the 2-sec timing condition, the subject generated a
continuous series of 2-sec temporal productions during each 2
min trial. In the S-sec timing condition, the subject generated a
series of 5-sec productions on each trial. The easy nontemporal
task condition refers to a relatively easy version ofthe nontempo
ral task employed in a given experiment; the difficult nontempo
ral task condition represents a more demanding version of the
task. Session 2 involved the dual-task conditions, in which the
subjects performed the temporal and nontemporal tasks concur
rently. As in Session I, the subjects were tested in each condition
for four 2-min trials. The subjects were instructed to regard the
temporal and nontemporal tasks as being equally important. The
structure of the experiments allows a comparison of timing per
formance under control conditions (with no distractions) and
when one is also engaged in a demanding nontemporal task. The

same situation applies to nontemporal task performance, with
comparisons made between the nontemporal task alone (control
condition) versus the nontemporal task performed with a concur
rent timing task.

EXPERIMENT 1
Pursuit Rotor Tracking

The nontemporal task used in Experiment 1 was pur
suit rotor tracking. The task requires subjects to manually
follow a continuously moving visual target. The empha
sis is on motor control and perceptual-motor coordination.
The pursuit rotor has been characterized as "a demand
ing and compelling task" (Bacon, 1974, p. 86), and task
difficulty may be manipulated by varying the target
speed. The standard measure of task performance is the
amount of time the subject maintains contact with the
target. Much of the research involving the pursuit rotor
is concerned with skill acquisition and learning curves,
but several studies have explored processing resources
in tracking via the dual-task paradigm.

Pursuit Rotor and Dual-Task Performance
Some investigators have focused on the effects of po

tentially interfering secondary tasks on the primary task
of pursuit rotor tracking. Bell (1978) found that a con
current number-processing task had no effect on pursuit
rotor performance. In contrast, two studies (Bacon, 1974;
Mastroianni & Schopper, 1986) examined the effects of
concurrent auditory attention tasks, and both found that
the tasks reduced tracking performance, relative to con
trol conditions involving the pursuit rotor alone. Other
investigators have considered the concurrent nontrack
ing task to be the primary task of interest. In some stud
ies, subjects attempt to learn or recall word lists while
simultaneously performing pursuit rotor tracking. The
usual result is that memory performance is worse under
dual-task conditions than under single-task memory
only conditions (Baddeley, Grant, Wight, & Thomson,
1975, Experiment 3; Baddeley & Lieberman, 1980, Ex
periment 5; Watkins, Watkins, Craik, & Mazuryk, 1973).
Watkins et al. (1973) argued that even though the pursuit
rotor task is nonverbal, it is sufficiently demanding to di
vert attentional resources from verbal processing.

Some dual-task studies have used memory tasks em
phasizing either verbal or visual processing. These stud
ies are important because the researchers were interested
in bidirectional patterns of interference. The results
show that the pursuit rotor interferes more with visual
memory than with verbal memory (Baddeley et aI.,
1975, Experiment 2; Baddeley & Lieberman, 1980, Ex
periments 3 and 4; Warren, 1977, Experiments 1 and 2).
Interestingly, the interference effect here is asymmetri
cal, with no difference found between the memory con
ditions in terms of pursuit rotor tracking performance.
One exception is reported by Baddeley et al. (1975, Ex
periment 1), where the visual task produced a decrement



in pursuit rotor performance, relative to the verbal and
control (no memory task) conditions. However, memory
performance was not affected by tracking.

In sum, pursuit rotor tracking is a resource-demanding
task emphasizing motor and spatial processes. The task
is well suited for the present research, since it may dis
rupt (or be disrupted by) various concurrent tasks. To the
extent that attentional resources are shared between the
two tasks, one may expect interference between concur
rent timing and pursuit rotor tracking.

Method
Subjects. Thirty-one introductory psychology students (12

males, 19 females) from the University of Southern Maine served
as volunteer subjects. The students (M age = 26.0 years) received
extra course credit for their participation.

Apparatus and Stimuli. An Apple I1gs computer equipped
with a mouse device and a Timemaster II H. O. clock card (Ap
plied Engineering) set at an interrupt rate of 1024 Hz was pro
grammed to time the trials and to monitor time judgment re
sponses. A photoelectric rotary pursuit apparatus (Lafayette
Model 30013) was used for tracking. The apparatus was fitted
with a triangular template measuring 22 em per side, with a 1.8
em-wide pathway for a moving target light. A triangular path is
particularly demanding because the target changes in direction
and speed as it moves around the corners (Frith, 1971; Jensen,
1975; Whitehurst & Del Rey, 1983). A hand-held photosensitive
stylus was used to track the target. Contact with the target accu
mulated time on a stop clock (Lafayette Model 58007).

Design and Procedure. The subjects were tested individually
in two sessions, each lasting less than I h. The sessions were sep
arated by at least 2 weeks in order to minimize any potential carry
over practice effects. The four trials associated with each task
were separated by approximately 2 min. Watches were removed
prior to testing. For the timing tasks, the subjects held the computer
linked mouse in their nonpreferred hand and pressed the response
button at a steady rate of once every 2 or 5 sec (depending on the
task condition) throughout the 2-min interval of each trial. The
computer emitted a beeping sound to signal the end of the trial.
The easy and difficult versions on the tracking task corresponded
to target speeds of20 and 35 rpm, respectively. The target moved
in clockwise and counterclockwise directions on alternate trials.
The subjects always tracked the target with the stylus held in their
preferred hand. The four tasks of Session I (single-task control
conditions)-2-sec timing, 5-sec timing, 20-rpm tracking, and 35
rpm tracking-were ordered randomly on an individual basis for
each subject. In Session 2 (dual-task conditions), the four combi
nations of the timing and tracking tasks were also ordered ran
domly for each subject. The one restriction in randomization was
that each possible sequence of the four tasks in each session was
employed at least once and not more than twice. The subjects were
instructed to give equal priority to the timing and tracking tasks.

Results and Discussion
Three measures of timing performance and one mea

sure of tracking performance were evaluated.
Timing performance. The timing data were cast in

the form of a 2 X 3 X 4 repeated measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA). The factors were timing (2 and 5 sec),
tracking (no tracking control, slow tracking, and fast
tracking), and trials (Trials 1-4). Timing performance
was measured in terms of mean temporal production
scores, the standard deviation (SD) of the temporal pro
ductions, and the coefficient of variation.
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Mean temporal production. The mean temporal pro
duction generated by each subject in each condition was
computed; these scores reflect any overall lengthening
or shortening of perceived time. The ANOVAdisclosed
a significant main effect for timing [F(l ,30) = 252.71,
P < .001], which showed that the subjects generated
shorter intervals in the 2-sec condition (M = 2.0 sec) than
in the 5-sec condition (M= 4.5 sec). This result simply
confirms that the subjects were following instructions
appropriately. The main effect for trials [F(3,90) = 14.63,
p < .001] is compounded by the timing X trials interac
tion [F(3,90) = 6.40, P < .001]. Simple main effects tests
contrasting the trials within each timing condition
showed that the productions did not change across trials
in the 2-sec condition (F < 1), but they steadily increased
in the 5-sec condition [F(3,90) = 11.77,p < .001]. In this
case, the mean temporal productions for Trials 1,2,3,
and 4 were 4.3, 4.6, 4.6, and 4.7 sec, respectively. A trend
analysis conducted on these scores showed that the lin
ear component was significant [F(l,30) = 18.47, p <
.001], accounting for 88.5% ofthe variance. None of the
other effects in the ANOVAwere significant.

Standard deviation. Given that the subjects generated
a fairly large number of temporal productions on each
trial, the data provide an ideal opportunity for an analysis
of timing variability. Several studies (e.g., Brown & West,
1990; Goldstone, 1975; Guay & Salmoni, 1988) indicate
that SD scores and other variability measures may be
very sensitive at detecting perturbations in timing. The
SD of the temporal productions in each condition was
calculated for each subject. These scores indicate how
consistent the subjects were in their time judgment re
sponses. The SDs were submitted to the ANOVA,and the
main effect for timing was significant [F(1,30) = 101.84,
P < .00 I]. The 2-sec intervals (M = 0.43 sec) had smaller
SDs than did the 5-sec intervals (M = 0.87 sec). This ef
fect, of course, is influenced by the lengths of the two
target durations, and so it must be interpreted with cau
tion. The main effect for tracking [F(2,60) = 36.45, p <
.001] and the timing X tracking interaction [F(2,60) =

9.06, p < .001] are less ambiguous. The interaction is
ordinal with respect to tracking (see Keppel, 1982,
pp. 211-212), and so the main effect may be interpreted
without qualification: Timing became increasingly vari
able from control (M = 0.34 sec) to slow (M = 0.76 sec)
to fast (M = 0.84 sec) tracking conditions. This result
shows a steady increase in timing variability as a function
ofnontemporal task demands. The timing X tracking in
teraction was subjected to simple main effects tests,
which revealed that the tracking conditions exerted sig
nificant effects in both the 2-sec [F(2,60) = 28.74, p <
.001] and the 5-sec [F(2,60) = 26.66, P < .001] timing
conditions. These effects were probed with a set of or
thogonal comparisons: Contrast 1 (control vs. slow plus
fast) compared single- and dual-task conditions, and
Contrast 2 (slow vs. fast) compared the easy and diffi
cult versions of the task. Contrast 1 was significant for
both the 2-sec [F( I,30) = 38.76, P < .001] and the 5-sec
[F(l,30) = 54.93, P < .001] conditions. Contrast 2 was
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Figure 1. Mean coefficient of variation scores in time judg
ments for 2- and 5-sec timing conditions as a function oftracking
condition in Experiment 1.

not significant in either case. None of the other effects in
the ANOVAwere significant.

Coefficient of variation. The SD is an absolute mea
sure of variability; however, because the subjects were
asked to judge two different durations, it is appropriate
also to analyze a relative measure of timing variability.
The most common such measure is the coefficient of
variation, given by dividing the SD by the mean (e.g.,
Spiegel, 1961, p. 73, p. 84). Coefficients were computed
for each subject in each condition and were submitted to
the ANOVA. All three main effects were significant. The
effect for timing [F(I,30) = 12.75,p < .001] showed that
variability was relatively greater in the 2-sec condition
(M = 0.21 sec) than in the 5-sec condition (M = 0.19 sec).
Note that this outcome is opposite to that found in the
SD analysis. The main effect for tracking [F(2,60) =

57.52, P < .00I] is reflected in the mean scores for the
three conditions: control (M = 0.11 sec), slow (M =

0.24 sec), and fast (M = 0.25 sec) (see Figure I). The
same orthogonal comparisons as used previously were
applied to these data. Contrast I (control vs. slow plus
fast) was significant [F(l,30) = 72.54, p < .001]; Con
trast 2 (slow vs. fast) was not significant (F < I). The
main effect for trials was significant [F(3,90) = 4.33,
p < .01]. The mean coefficients for Trials 1,2,3, and 4
were 0.22, 0.19, 0.20, and 0.20 sec, respectively. Trend
analyses applied to these scores showed a significant
quadratic component [F(I,30) = 6.28,p < .02], account
ing for 28.6% of the variance, and a significant cubic
component [F(l,30) = 6.43, p < .02], accounting for
42.8% of the variance. Thus, variability decreased sub
stantially from Trial I to Trial 2, but then increased
somewhat for Trials 3 and 4. These results may represent
the effects of initial task familiarization and later fatigue
on performance. None of the other effects in the ANOVA
were significant.
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Tracking performance. The traditional measure of
pursuit rotor tracking performance is the total time on
target (TOT)-that is, the amount of time the subject
keeps the stylus in contact with the target light. Some
pursuit rotor systems are configured to derive other mea
sures of tracking performance, such as the number of
stylus-target contacts, the duration of contacts, the dis
tribution ofcontacts, and so on. But other than identifying
different tracking styles, these indices do not appear to add
much information to that gathered by the more conven
tional TOT measure (see Ammons, 1951, Frith, 1971,and
Siegel, 1990, for comparative analyses of such measures).

The TOT for each 2-min trial was used as the depen
dent variable in the analysis of tracking performance.
These scores were submitted to a 2 X 3 X 4 repeated
measures ANOVA. The factors were tracking (slow and
fast), timing (no timing control, 2-sec timing, and 5-sec
timing), and trials (Trials 1-4).

Both the main effect for tracking [F(I,30) = 335.92,
p < .001] and the tracking X timing interaction [F(2,60) =
17.29,p < .001] were significant. The interaction is or
dinal with respect to tracking, and so the main effect may
be unambiguously interpreted: TOT for the slow condi
tion (M = 53.61 sec) was nearly double that of the fast
condition (M = 27.50 sec). This result confirms that the
two conditions differed in terms of difficulty level. The
interaction was analyzed with simple main effects tests
contrasting the three timing conditions within each
tracking condition; only the effect involving fast tracking
was significant [F(2,60) = 26.42,p < .001]. This effect
was probed further with the same orthogonal compar
isons used before. Contrast I (no timing control vs. com
bined 2- and 5-sec timing) was significant [F( I ,30) =

37.44,p < .001]. The mean scores were 24.05 sec (con
trol condition) and 29.23 sec (combined timing condi
tions). Note that the addition ofa concurrent timing task
actually led to an improvement in tracking performance.
Contrast 2 (2- vs. 5-sec timing)was not significant (F < I).
The only other significant effect in the ANOVA was a
main effect for trials [F(3,90) = 7.17,p < .001]. The
mean TOT scores for Trials 1,2,3, and 4 were 39.74,
39.86, 41.0 I, and 41.63 sec, respectively. A trend analy
sis confirmed that the effect is linear [F(l,30) = 16.82,
p < .001], accounting for 92.8% of the variance.

Summary. The results of this experiment replicate
other studies showing the interference effect in timing
and extend the findings to a different set of temporal and
nontemporal tasks. Both measures of timing variability
were sensitive in detecting the detrimental effects of a
concurrent nontemporal task, and one measure (SD)
showed a graded deterioration in timing as a function of
nontemporal task difficulty. The temporal productions
tended to become progressively longer across trials, a
phenomenon called the lengthening effect, which has
been observed in numerous studies in which subjects are
required to produce a continuous series of tapping re
sponses (e.g., Hicks & Allen, 1979; Ross, 1969).

Analysis of tracking performance yielded a mixed set
of results. Task performance increased linearly across



the four trials, indicating improvement with practice.
Comparisons of single-task (tracking only) versus dual
task (timing + tracking) conditions produced an unex
pected pattern. TOT scores were the same under single
and dual-task conditions when the subjects tracked the
slow target, but TOT scores were significantly higher
under dual-task conditions when the subjects tracked the
fast target. This result is at odds with a strict attentional
allocation model. However, other research on dual-task
performance suggests that this outcome may be an ex
ample ofa concurrence benefit (Navon & Gopher, 1979),
in which a task may be performed better when conjoined
with another task than when performed alone. The com
bination of template size (22 ern/side), target speed
(35 rpm), and temporal durations (2 and 5 sec) may have
enabled the subjects to synchronize tracking with timing
responses. A 2-sec interval corresponds to approxi
mately one complete circuit of the fast target around the
triangular template (1.17 circuits exactly), and a 5-sec
interval corresponds to nearly three complete circuits
(2.92 circuits exactly). The rhythmicity of the timing
task may have facilitated tracking under dual-task, fast
target conditions in an effect called rhythmic capture
(Klapp et aI., 1991, p. 158). The task dynamics were
such that tracking the fast target could be coordinated
with the timing responses, enabling the subject to more
easily keep pace with the target. This integration of tasks
would lead to less error in tracking performance. In a se
ries of careful studies, Klapp (1979, 1981) has shown
that interference between concurrent motor-response
tasks is reduced if the two tasks are temporally compat
ible. In the present case, the timing task facilitated track
ing performance, although the tracking task disrupted
timing according to variability measures.

EXPERIMENT 2
Visual Search

Visual search was the nontemporal task in Experi
ment 2. In its basic form, the task requires subjects to
scan an array of distractor letters in search of a particu
lar target letter (Neisser, 1963). Target detection perfor
mance is given by measures of response accuracy or re
sponse speed. The task has been used extensively in
research on visual feature analysis and pattern recogni
tion. The search literature includes a diverse set of para
digms, experimental findings, and theoretical models
(e.g., Cheal & Lyon, 1992; Duncan & Humphreys, 1989,
1992; Fisher, Duffy, Young, & Pollatsek, 1988; Palmer,
Ames, & Lindsey, 1993; Wolfe, 1994). Many issues are
controversial and remain unresolved. One complication
in interpreting the literature is that visual search involves
multiple component processes. Some of these processes
are preattentive and may operate in parallel, but other
processes consume limited-capacity attention (Cheal &
Lyon, 1992; Czerwinski, Lightfoot, & Shiffrin, 1992).
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Visual Search and Resource Demands
Research on practice effects, target-distractor simi

larity, and dual-task performance highlights the involve
ment of processing resources in visual search. Many
studies have shown that search performance improves
with practice, eventually reaching the point where the task
becomes automatized (Czerwinski et aI., 1992; Healy,
Fendrich, & Proctor, 1990; Lajoy & Seethoff, 1974;
Neisser, 1963; Rabbitt, Cumming, & Vyas, 1979; Schnei
der & Fisk 1982a, 1982b; A. Treisman, Vieira, & Hayes,
1992). Automatization refers to performing a highly
practiced task with few or no processing resources. The
development of automaticity implies that the task ini
tially relied heavily on processing resources, but that this
reliance diminished with practice and experience.

Another effect pointing to the involvementofprocessing
resources in visual search concerns the physical similarity
of the target and distractor stimuli. It is well established
that search performance deteriorates as target-distractor
similarity increases (Cheal & Lyon, 1992; Corcoran &
Jackson, 1977; Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Eriksen &
Yeh, 1985; Neisser, 1963; Pashler, 1987; Wolfe, 1994).
Highly similar stimuli force subjects to extract detailed
information on distinctive features in order to discrimi
nate between targets and distractors. This detailed analy
sis requires attentional resources, and the more confus
able the stimuli, the greater the resource demand.

Visual search has also been used in the dual-task par
adigm. Logan (1978) and Madden and Allen (1989) had
subjects perform a primary visual search task concur
rently with a secondary tone-detection task. Both studies
found evidence of mutual interference between the two
tasks: Visual search interfered with tone detection, and
tone detection interfered with visual search. Schneider
and Fisk (I 982a) gave subjects extensive training on vi
sual search tasks. When subjects were tested on two con
current search tasks, there was a substantial criterion
(beta) shift in search performance, with subjects becom
ing more conservative (i.e., adopting a stricter response
criterion) in their judgments under dual-task conditions.

Thus, visual search is a perceptual task that is closely
associated with attentional processes. It requires pro
cessing resources, and this demand can be manipulated
experimentally. According to an attentional allocation
model, interference should occur between concurrent vi
sual search and timing tasks.

Method
Subjects. Thirty-three students (II males, 22 females) from in

troductory psychology classes volunteered for the experiment in
exchange for course credit. The mean age of the students was 27.8
years. None had participated in Experiment I.

Apparatus and Stimuli, The computer hardware and software
were the same as in Experiment I. The subjects were required to
scan an array of letters to find each occurrence ofa particular tar
get letter (the letter K). Easy and difficult versions ofthe task were
created. In the easy condition, targets were intermixed with round
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distractors (the letters C, 0, Q, and U). This procedure lessens
processing demands by making the targets easily discernable from
the distractors. In the difficult condition, targets were presented
with angular distractors (the letters V, W, X, and Y). In this case,
the similarity offeatures makes the targets more difficult to iden
tify. On the basis of an empirical interletter confusion matrix for
capital letters provided by van der Heijden, Malhas, and van den
Roovaart (1984), the mean probability for confusing the target let
ter K with the round distractors is .004, whereas the correspond
ing value for the angular distractors is .083. The letters were typed
on sheets of paper in uppercase, in a 12-characters-per-inch,
fixed-width, elite font. Each sheet contained 26 lines of letters,
and each line consisted of40 letters with a space between each let
ter. A random number table was used to determine the sequence
ofletters, with each letter (the four distractors and the target) hav
ing an equal probability of occurring (p = .2). The one restriction
was that no more than three consecutive occurrences of the same
letter were allowed.

Design and Procedure. The subjects were tested individually
in two sessions, which were separated by at least 2 weeks. Each
session lasted less than 1 h. Session 1 consisted of four single
task conditions, and Session 2 consisted of four dual-task condi
tions. For the dual-task conditions, the subjects were told to con
sider both the timing and the search tasks to be equally important.
Each condition included four 2-min trials, with each trial sepa
rated by approximately 2 min. The timing tasks were the same as
in Experiment I: The subjects removed their watches and held the
mouse in their nonpreferred hand while they pressed the response
button every 2 or 5 sec, depending on the task condition. The
search procedure followed that of Gordon (1968). The subjects
held a red felt-tipped pen in their preferred hand. They were in
structed to scan across each line ofletters from left to right and to
mark each target they encountered. They were told that both speed
and accuracy were important. If a subject scanned through an en
tire sheet before the 2-min trial ended, he or she was to immedi
ately go to the next sheet of letters and continue the search. The
subjects circled the last letter they examined when the trial ended.
The four task conditions in each session were randomly ordered
for each subject, with the restriction that each possible sequence
occurred at least once and not more than twice.

Results and Discussion
Timing performance. The timing data were evalu

ated in a 2 X 3 X 4 repeated measures ANOVA. The fac
tors were timing (2 and 5 sec), search (no search control,
round distractors, and angular distractors), and trials
(Trials 1-4). The mean temporal productions, the SD of
the temporal productions, and the coefficient of varia
tion were analyzed.

Mean temporal production. The mean productions
were submitted to the ANOVA, and the three main ef
fects and one interaction were significant. The main ef
fect for timing [F( I,32) = 244.58, p < .00I] indicated, as
expected, that the subjects produced shorter intervals in
the 2-sec condition (M = 2.2 sec) than in the 5-sec condi
tion (M = 5.1 sec). The main effect for search [F(2,64) =

7.91, p < .001] showed that the temporal productions
grew steadily longer from the control (M = 3.3 sec) to
the round distractor (M = 3.7 sec) to the angular distrac
tor (M= 3.9 sec) conditions. These scores were probed
with orthogonal comparisons. Contrast I (control vs.
round plus angular) was significant [F(I,32) = 8.71,p <
.0 I], as was Contrast 2 (round vs. angular) [F(l,32) =

4.75, P < .05]. Thus, temporal productions became pro
gressively longer with increases in nontemporal task de
mands. The main effect for trials [F(3,96) = 21.76, p <
.001] is compounded by the significant timing X trials
interaction [F(3,96) = 4.32, P < .01]. This interaction
was analyzed with tests of simple main effects contrast
ing the trials within each timing condition. In the 2-sec
timing condition [F(3,96) = 11.43, p < .001], temporal
productions increased from Trial I (M = 2.1 sec) to re
main steady in Trial 2 (M = 2.2 sec), Trial 3 (M =

2.2 sec), and Trial 4 (M = 2.2 sec). In the 5-sec timing
condition [F(3,96) = 14.27, P < .001], productions
showed a more consistent increase from Trial I (M =

4.8 sec) to Trial 2 (M = 5.0 sec), Trial 3 (M = 5.2 sec),
and Trial 4 (M = 5.2 sec). A trend analysis confirmed
that this increase is linear [F(l,32) = 17.29,p < .001],
accounting for 86.5% of the variance. None of the other
effects in the ANOVA achieved significance.

Standard deviation. The SD scores derived from the
temporal productions generated by each subject in each
condition were submitted to the ANOVA. Significant ef
fects were found for timing [F(l,32) = 71.5I,p < .001],
search [F(2,64) = 48.39, p < .001], and the timing X
search interaction [F(2,64) = 1O.17,p < .001]. The in
teraction is ordinal with respect to both main effects, al
lowing the main effects to be interpreted without quali
fication. The effect for timing indicated that responses
were less variable in the 2-sec condition (M = 0.45 sec)
than in the 5-sec condition (M = 0.98 sec). The effect for
search showed that variability increased as the task be
came more demanding: The mean SDs for the control,
round distractor, and angular distractor conditions were
0.38,0.83, and 0.90 sec, respectively. The timing X search
interaction was subjected to simple main effects tests
contrasting the three search conditions within each tim
ing condition. Both the 2-sec timing [F(2,64) = 43.08,
P < .001] and the 5-sec timing [F(2,64) = 30.75,p < .001]
tests were significant; orthogonal contrasts were applied
to these data. Turning first to the 2-sec condition, Con
trast I [F(l,32) = 60.98, p < .001] confirmed a signifi
cant increase in variability from the control (M =

0.24 sec) to the combined round and angular distractor
conditions (M= 0.55 sec). Contrast 2 (round vs. angular)
was not significant (F < I). A similar pattern was found
in the 5-sec condition: Contrast I [F(l,32) = 50.04, P <
.00I] showed that variability increased from the control
(M = 0.52 sec) to the combined round and angular search
conditions (M = 1.18 sec), whereas Contrast 2 was not
significant. None of the other effects in the ANOVA
were significant.

Coefficient ofvariation. Coefficient ofvariation scores
were submitted to the ANOVA, and the main effect for
search was significant [F(2,64) = 148.72,p < .001] (see
Figure 2). The mean coefficients associated with the
control, round distractor, and angular distractor condi
tions were 0.11, 0.22, and 0.23 sec, respectively. Or
thogonal comparisons disclosed a significant difference
for Contrast I (control vs. round plus angular) [F( I,32) =
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Figure 2. Mean coefficient of variation scores in time judg
ments for 2- and 5-sec timing conditions as a function of search
(distractor) condition in Experiment 2.

251.85,p < .001]. Contrast 2 (round vs. angular) was not
significant (F < 1).None ofthe othereffects in the ANOVA
achieved significance.

Search performance. Three measures ofvisual search
performance were analyzed: characters scanned per sec
ond, target detection sensitivity, and target detection re
sponse bias.

Characters per second. The number of characters
scanned per second is a basic performance measure of
visual search efficiency. These scores were calculated
for each 2-min trial and submitted to a 2 X 3 X 4 re
peated measures ANOVA. The factors were search (round
distractors and angular distractors), timing (no timing
control, 2-sec timing, and 5-sec timing), and trials (Trials
1-4). The main effect for search [F(1,32) = 192.01, p <
.00 I] showed, as predicted, that the subjects scanned
more characters among the round distractors (M = 7.18)
than among angular distractors (M = 5.60). The main ef
fect for trials [F(3,96) = 9.58,p < .001] indicated thatthe
scanning rate increased from Trial 1 (M = 6.29) to Trial 2
(M = 6.49), Trial 3 (M = 6.44), and Trial 4 (M =6.45).
However, both this effect and the search X trials effect
[F(3,96) = 6.40, P < .00 I] are subsumed under the tim
ing X search X trials interaction [F(6,192) = 3.63,p <
.01]. The three-way interaction was first probed with
tests of simple interaction effects designed to evaluate
the search X trials interaction within the three timing
(control, 2-sec, and 5-sec) conditions. These tests dis
closed that the only significant effect was associated
with the 2-sec timing condition [F(3,96) = 10.55, P <
.00 I]. Tests of simple, simple main effects revealed that
the source of the interaction involved the round distrac
tors [F(3,96) = 9.1O,p < .001]. The subjects in this case
increased their mean rate of scanning from 6.69 to 7.02
to 7.19 to 7.18 characters per second for Trials 1,2,3,
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and 4, respectively. Comparisons of the angular distrac
tors across the four trials in the 2-sec condition showed
no comparable increase.

A' sensitivity index. The search task may be regarded
as a signal detection problem (see Wolfe, 1994, pp. 210
212). The subject is required to detect random signals
(target letters) embedded in a noise background (dis
tractor letters). This arrangement enables search perfor
mance to be assessed in terms of detectability and bias
measures. A nonparametric index ofperceptual sensitiv
ity (A') was computed for each subject using the formula
provided by Grier (1971).1 A' can range in value from
.500 (completely insensitive)to 1.000(perfect sensitivity).
The data were collapsed across trials in order to provide
an adequate number of hits and false alarms for the cal
culation of A'. These scores were submitted to a 2 X 3
(search X timing) repeated measures ANOVA, and the
main effect for search was significant [F(1,32) = 13.29,
P < .001]. This result parallels the analysis of search rate
in showing that target detection sensitivity was greater
for the round distractor condition (M = .997) than for the
angular distractor condition (M = .994). However, nei
ther the main effect for timing nor the interaction were
significant.

B" bias index. B" is a nonparametric index of response
bias that can range in value from -1.000 to +1.000.
Negative values indicate a tendency to respond "yes-I
detect a signal" when one is uncertain; positive values
indicate a tendency to respond "no--no signal." B" scores
were calculated for each subject with the formula given
by Grier (1971). 2 The mean value of B" for the entire
sample of subjects- was positive (+.691), indicating an
overall bias to respond "no." This result is typical of sig
nal detection experiments in which the probability of a
signal is low; in the present case, p(target) = .2. The B"
scores were submitted to a 2 X 3 (search X timing) re
peated measures ANOVA, and the main effect for search
was significant [F(1,30) = 5.59, P < .03]. The angular
distractors were associated with higher B" values (M =
+.746) than were the round distractors (M = +.635) .
Thus, the subjects adopted a stricter response criterion
(a relatively stronger bias to respond "no") when they
searched through the more difficult array of distractors.
This shift to a more conservative criterion with increased
search task difficulty is similar to that reported by Schnei
der and Fisk (1982a). None of the other effects in the
ANOVAwere significant.

Summary. Summarizing the results ofExperiment 2,
all three measures of timing performance demonstrated
a substantial interference effect. The temporal produc
tions became progressively longer as nontemporal task
demands increased from the control (no-search) to easy
(round distractors) to difficult (angular distractors) con
ditions. In a similar fashion, the two variability measures
(SD and coefficient of variation) showed a deterioration
in timing performance from the control to the two search
conditions (the differences between the easy and diffi
cult versions of the task were in the right direction but
were not significant). As in Experiment 1, the temporal
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productions showed a lengthening effect across trials.
All three nontemporal performance measures indicated
that the angular distractors were more difficult to process
than the round distractors. The subjects were slower, less
sensitive, and more conservative in their judgments
when scanning the angular distractors than when scan
ning the round distractors. As in Experiment 1, increased
task difficulty impaired both temporal and nontemporal
performance. However, the indices of nontemporal task
performance failed to uncover any detrimental effects of
the concurrent timing task: The differencebetween single
task (search-only) versus dual-task (search + timing)
conditions was not significant.

EXPERIMENT 3
Mental Arithmetic

The nontemporal task in Experiment 3 was a math
verification task, in which subjects were presented with
a series of subtraction problems and they attempted to
identify the problems that had incorrect answers. Mental
arithmetic has been used extensively in studies of con
centration,distraction, and working memory (see Ashcraft,
1992, for a review). Task difficulty can be manipulated
by varying the number or complexity of mental opera
tions involved, such as "carrying" and maintaining par
tial results in memory (Hitch, 1978; Wanner & Shiner,
1976). Much of the work in this area involves dual-task
interference and the role ofprocessing resources in men
tal arithmetic.

Mental Arithmetic and Processing Resources. Al
though some simple arithmetical processes may be par
tially automatized (Zbrodoff & Logan, 1986), mental
arithmetic is, for the most part, intentional, effortful, and
resource demanding. The effortful nature of mental
arithmetic is one reason why researchers have often used
it as a loading or distractor task in dual-task studies.
Mental arithmetic interferes with a broad range of
processes, including perceptual reversals (Reisberg, 1983;
Reisberg & O'Shaughnessy, 1984), adaptation to dis
torted visual inputs (Redding & Wallace, 1985), and
recognition memory performance (Kellogg, 1985). Be
cause the task interferes with so many different cogni
tive processes, some investigators maintain that mental
arithmetic draws from a pool of nonspecific "task-general
resources" (Reisberg, 1983, p. 967). Another view is that
mental arithmetic interferes with the coordination of
multiple tasks or inputs (McLeod, 1977; Redding &
Wallace, 1985). The idea is that mental arithmetic draws
resources from a central executive processor or con
troller, which acts to coordinate information from different
sources. As more processing resources are used by the
arithmetic task, the coordinating function of the execu
tive control deteriorates, and performance on the con
current task is disrupted.

Some studies suggest that mental arithmetic also in
volves specific pools of processing resources. For ex
ample, mental arithmetic is especially disruptive for con-

current verbal tasks-a result interpreted to mean that
numerical processing relies on subvocalization, phono
logical coding, and other processes that require verbal
resources (lou & Harris, 1992; Logie & Baddeley, 1987;
Stefurak & Boynton, 1986). In other research, Wickens
and Kessel (1980) had subjects perform a tracking task
in which they either operated a joystick-controlled cur
sor to track a target light (manual condition) or moni
tored a computer-controlled cursor as it tracked the target
(autopilot condition). This task was performed concur
rently with either mental arithmetic or a manual stabi
lization task. The results showed that autopilot tracking
was disrupted by mental arithmetic but not by manual
stabilization, whereas manual tracking produced the op
posite pattern. Wickens and Kessel argued that autopilot
tracking and mental arithmetic compete for resources as
sociated with perceptual and central processing, whereas
manual tracking and the stabilization task both depend on
response-based resources.

In most studies, mental arithmetic is used as a secondary
interfering task, with the main focus on primary (non
arithmetic) task performance. One exception is a study by
Wanner and Shiner (1976), who emphasized both tasks.
Subjects were interrupted while working on concurrent
mental subtraction and verbal memory tasks. It was
found that both mental arithmetic and recall performance
declined as the interruption point moved closer to where
the arithmetic problem imposed its greatest demands on
memory (i.e., the point of maximum transient memory
load). These results demonstrate a clear pattern of bidi
rectional interference between mental arithmetic and a
concurrent verbal task.

Mental arithmetic offers many advantages as a task to
be combined with timing. The task is cognitively demand
ing, and task difficulty can be readily manipulated. The
oretical work has been based on mental arithmetic per
formance under dual-task conditions. Insofar as timing
requires processing resources-particularly, verbal or
perceptual/central resources-then mental arithmetic
and timing should produce bidirectional interference.

Method
Subjects. Thirty students (13 males, 17 females) enrolled in in

troductory psychology classes volunteered for the experiment and
received course credit for their participation. The subjects' mean
age was 25.1 years. None of the subjects had participated in Ex
periments I and 2.

Apparatus and Stimuli. The computer hardware and software
used to monitor trial durations and timing responses were the
same as used in Experiments I and 2. The math task was per
formed on a self-paced, continuous basis. The subjects were pre
sented with a series of subtraction problems typed on sheets of
paper, with 108 problems per sheet (12 problems per line X 9
lines). These problems were presented in a standard arithmetical
format, in which one number (the minuend) was positioned above
a second number (the subtrahend). Beneath the subtrahend was a
short horizontal line segment, and below that was the answer
(the difference between the two numbers). For all problems, the
result was always a positive value (0 or greater). The targets to be
detected were wrong answers, which deviated :t I from the cor-



rect answer. The targets were distributed randomly among the
distractors (correct answers); the probability of a target was .2.
Both easy and difficult versions of the math task were created. For
the easy problems, the minuend consisted of a single random
value ranging from 2 to 9, and the subtrahend consisted of a sin
gle random value from I to 9, which was always equal to or less
than the minuend. For the difficult problems, the minuend con
sisted of a random two-digit value ranging from 10 to 99, and the
subtrahend was a single random value ranging from I to 9. The
difficult version of the task was considered to be more demand
ing, since many of these problems required mentally "borrowing"
and "carrying" numbers and holding an intermediate result in
working memory while the rest of the calculation was performed
(see Hitch, 1978).

Design and Procedure. As in Experiments I and 2, the sub
jects were tested individually in two l-h sessions separated by at
least 2 weeks. The procedure was the same as before. Watches
were removed prior to each session. In Session I, the subjects
were tested on four single-task conditions. Each task was per
formed for four 2-min trials, with each trial separated by ap
proximately 2 min. In the 2- and 5-sec timing tasks, the subjects
held the mouse in the nonpreferred hand while they pressed the
button at what they judged to be a steady 2- or 5-sec rate, re
spectively. The subjects were encouraged to be as accurate as
possible in making these responses. In the easy and difficult math
tasks, the subjects held a red felt-tipped pen in the preferred hand
and marked each target they found with a slash. Second and third
sheets were available if needed, and the subjects circled the last
problem they had worked on when the trial ended. Both speed
and accuracy on the math task were emphasized. In Session 2,
the four combinations of timing and math were performed under
dual-task conditions. The subjects were informed that both tasks
were equally important. In each session, the order of conditions
was determined randomly for each subject, with the restriction
that each possible sequence of conditions was used at least once
and not more than twice.

Results and Discussion
Timing performance. The timing data were struc

tured in a 2 x 3 X 4 repeated measures ANOYA, with
the factors being timing (2 and 5 sec), math (no math
control, easy, and difficult), and trials (Trials 1-4). As in
Experiments I and 2, the mean temporal productions, the
SD of the productions, and the coefficient of variation
were analyzed.

Mean temporal production. All three main effects
were significant. The effect for timing [F(l,29) = 142.91,
P < .00I] showed that the subjects generated shorter in
tervals in the 2-sec condition (M = 2.7 sec) than in the 5
sec condition (M = 5.2 sec). The main effect for math
[F(2,58) = 4.87,p < .01] uncovered a steady increase in
temporal productions from the control condition (M =

3.5 sec) to easy condition (M = 4.0 sec) to difficult con
dition (M = 4.3 sec). Orthogonal comparisons were used
to test for differences between means. Contrast I (con
trol vs. easy plus difficult) confirmed that dual-task con
ditions lengthened productions [F(I,29) =4.68,p < .05].
Contrast 2 (easy vs. difficult) was also significant [F(l,29)
= 5.92, p < .02], showing that increasing nontemporal
demands led to a corresponding increase in temporal
productions. The main effect for trials [F(3,87) = 7.67,
P < .00 I] revealed a consistent lengthening of temporal
productions across the four trials; the mean productions
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for Trials 1,2,3, and 4 were 3.7,3.9,4.0, and4.1 sec, re
spectively. However, this result must be interpreted in
light of the significant timing X trials interaction [F(3,87)
= 3.70,p < .02]. Simple main effects tests contrasting the
trials within each timing condition revealed that the in
crease in temporal productions across trials just failed to
achieve significance in the 2-sec condition (p < .06).
The 5-sec condition [F(3,87) = 7.05, p < .001] did pro
duce a significant effect. The mean productions associ
ated with Trials I, 2, 3, and 4 in this case were 4.9, 5.1,
5.4, and 5.4 sec, respectively. A trend analysis of these
scores showed that the linear component [F(l,29) =
12.83,p < .001]accountedfor 91.4% ofthe variance.None
of the other effects in the ANOYAwere significant.

Standard deviation. The SD scores were submitted to
the analysis, and the main effect for timing was signifi
cant [F(I,29) = 31.44, p < .001]. As in Experiments I
and 2, the 2-sec condition was associated with smaller
SDs (M = 0.60 sec) than was the 5-sec condition (M =

1.35 sec). The main effect for math [F(2,58) = 14.85,p <
.00I] revealed a progressive increase in variability from
the control condition (M = 0.49 sec) to easy condition
(M = 1.03 sec) to difficult condition (M = 1.38 sec). This
effect, however, is compounded by the significant tim
ing X math interaction [F(2,58)=5.27,p<.01]. Testsof
simple main effects compared the three math conditions
within each timing condition. Turning first to the 2-sec
timing condition [F(2,58) = 13.99,p < .001], orthogonal
contrasts showed a significant effect for Contrast I
[F(l,29) = 19.50,p < .001]: Timing responses in the con
trol condition (M = 0.27 sec) were less variable than
those in the combined easy-plus-difficult conditions
(M = 0.77 sec). Contrast 2 (easy vs. difficult) was not
significant (F < I). In the 5-sec condition [F(2,58) =
10.77, p < .001], both orthogonal contrasts achieved sig
nificance. Contrast I [F(l,29) = 19.14,p < .001] showed
timing in the control condition (M = 0.71 sec) to be less
variable than in the combined easy-plus-difficult condi
tions (M = 1.65 sec). Contrast 2 [F(l,29) = 5.17,p < .05]
revealed that variability increased from the easy math
condition (M = 1.30 sec) to the difficult condition (M =

1.99 sec). The only other significant effect in the ANOYA
was a main effect for trials [F(3,87) = 2.94,p < .05]. The
mean SDs for Trials 1,2,3, and 4 were 0.87, 0.91, 0.99,
and 1.09 sec, respectively. The linear increase in vari
ability across trials [F( I ,29) = 4.82, p < .05] accounts for
96.5% of the variance.

Coefficient of variation. Analysis of coefficient of
variation scores showed that all three main effects were
significant. The effect for timing [F(l,29) = 10.78,p <
.0 I] indicated that timing in the 2-sec condition (M =

0.20 sec) was less variable than in the 5-sec condition
(M = 0.23 sec). The main effect for math [F(2,58) =
43.40, P < .001] showed a progressive increase in vari
ability as a function of task demands (see Figure 3). The
mean coefficients for the control, easy, and difficult
math conditions were 0.13, 0.24, and 0.26 sec, respec
tively.Contrast I (control vs. easy plus difficult) was sig-
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Figure 3. Mean coefficient of variation scores in time judg
ments for 2- and 5-sec timing conditions as a function of math
condition in Experiment 3.

nificant [F(l,29) = 59.08, P < .001], as was Contrast 2
(easy vs. difficult) [F(l,29) = 4.4l,p < .05]. Hence, an
increase in nontemporal task demands led to a progres
sive increase in timing variability. The main effect for
trials [F(3,87) = 2.89, P < .05] indicated that variability
remained constant across Trial I (M = 0.21 sec), Trial 2
(M = 0.21 sec), and Trial 3 (M = 0.21 sec), but then in
creased in Trial 4 (M = 0.22 sec). None of the interac
tions were significant in the analysis.

Math performance. Performance on the math verifi
cation task was evaluated with four measures: the num
ber of problems evaluated, the percentage of problems
correctly verified, sensitivity at detecting targets, and re
sponse bias in target detection.

Problems evaluated. The number of problems evalu
ated during each trial provides a rough index of task dif
ficulty and may reflect interference of the concurrent
timing task. These values were calculated for each subject
and submitted to a 2 X 3 X 4 repeated measures ANOYA,
with math (easy and difficult), timing (no-timing con
trol, 2-sec timing, and 5-sec timing), and trials (Trials
1-4) as the factors. The main effect for math [F(l ,29) =

248.81,p < .001] supports the idea that the two types of
problems differ in difficulty, with nearly twice as many
easy problems evaluated (M = 118.4) as difficult prob
lems (M = 67.4) during each 2-min trial. The main effect
for trials [F(3,87) = 15.10, P < .001] indicated that the
subjects became faster at the verification task as they
progressed from Trial 1 (M = 89.3) to Trial 2 (M = 95.7),
Trial 3 (M= 93.9), and Trial 4 (M= 94.7). However, this
result is compounded by the significant timing X trials
[F(6,174) = 3.40,p < .01] and math X timing X trials
[F(6,174) = 3.04,p < .01] interactions. The three-way in
teraction was subjected to tests of simple interaction ef
fects, which showed that the timing X trials effect was
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Figure 4. Mean percent correct scores in math performance for
easy and difficult problems as a function oftiming condition in
Experiment 3.

Timing Condition

restricted to the easy math condition only [F(6,174) =

3.9l,p < .001]. Simple, simple main effects tests con
trasting the four trials within each timing condition of the
easy math problems were then conducted. The control
condition [F(3,87) = 3.39, P < .02], 2-sec condition
[F(3,87) = 5.43,p < .002], and 5-sec condition [F(3,87) =

8.60,p < .001] were significant. In each case, the num
ber of problems evaluated increased from Trial I to Trial4.
None ofthe other effects in the ANOYAwas significant.

Percent correct scores. One basic measure of math
performance is the percentage ofproblems correctly ver
ified. Percent correct scores were calculated for each
subject by averaging the probability of marking a target
[p(hit)] and the probability of not marking a distractor
[p(correct rejection)]. These scores were collapsed
across the four trials to make the analysis comparable to
that ofthe A' sensitivity index (see below). Thus, the data
formed a 2 X 3 repeated measures design, with the fac
tors being math (easy and difficult) and timing (no-tim
ing control, 2-sec timing, and 5-sec timing). As depicted
in Figure 4, the overall level of performance was quite
good. However, the ANOYA uncovered a significant
main effect for timing [F(2,58) = 14.96,p < .001], which
showed that accuracy declined from the control condi
tion (M = 94.8% correct) to the 2-sec condition (M =
91.3% correct) and 5-sec condition (M= 91.2% correct).
This effect was probed with a set oforthogonal analyses.
Contrast I [F(l,29) = 26.52, P < .001] showed that the
subjects were more accurate in the control condition than
in the two timing conditions combined. That is, the ad
dition of a timing task produced a decline in nontempo
ral performance. Contrast 2, comparing the 2- and 5-sec
conditions, was not significant (F < I). Neither of the
other effects in the ANOYA achieved significance.
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Figure 5. Mean A' sensitivity scores in math performance for
easy and difficult problems as a function of timing condition in
Experiment 3.

A' sensitivity index. As in Experiment 2, the target
stimuli (incorrect answers to the math problems) may be
treated as random signals occurring against a noise back
ground (the problems with correct answers), and, thus,
the data can be analyzed in terms of signal detection
measures of sensitivity and bias. These indices represent
two independent components of the percent correct mea
sure. The nonparametric sensitivity index (A') was com
puted for each subject in each condition of a 2 X 3
(math X timing) repeated measures design (see Figure 5).
The main effect for timing was the only significant effect
in the analysis [F(2,58) = 14.76, P < .001]. Contrast 1
[F( I,29) = 7.18, P < .0 I]showed that the subjects were
more sensitive at detecting targets in the control condi
tion (M = .973) and less sensitive in the two time judg
ment conditions (M = .955). Hence, target sensitivity
was reduced under temporal/nontemporal dual-task con
ditions, relative to nontemporal single-task conditions.
Contrast 2 (2- vs. 5-sec) was not significant.

B" bias index. B", the nonparametric response bias
index, was calculated for each subject. The overall mean
value of B" was +.710, which is very close to the corre
sponding value associated with visual search perfor
mance in Experiment 2. The positive value indicates that
the subjects adopted a conservative criterion, tending to
respond "no-no target." The scores were submitted to a
math (easy and difficult) X timing (no-timing control,
2-sec timing, and 5-sec timing) repeated measures
ANOYA, and both main effects were significant (see
Figure 6). The effect for math [F(I,29) = 15.74,p < .001]
showed that the two math conditions tended to evoke dif
ferent responses, with the easy condition associated with
larger magnitude B" scores (M = +.826) relative to the
difficult math condition (M = +.594). This finding runs
counter to that ofExperiment 2, where the more difficult
search task was associated with a relatively larger value
of B". However, the primary result of interest concerns
the main effect for timing [F(2,58) = 5.71, P < .01]. This
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Figure 6. Mean H" response bias scores in math performance
for easy and difficult problems as a function oftiming condition
in Experiment 3.

effect was analyzed with orthogonal comparisons, and
Contrast 1 [F(1,29) = 7.18, p < .01] uncovered a signif
icant difference between the control condition (M =
+.590) and the two time judgment conditions combined
(M = +.770). This result indicates that the timing tasks
caused a shift in bias toward a more cautious approach.
That is, the added demands of a concurrent timing task
prompted the subjects to adopt a strategy in which they
tended to pass over targets (i.e., to make more misses, in
signal detection terminology). Contrast 2, comparing the
2- and 5-sec timing conditions, was not significant (F < 1).
The math X timing interaction was not significant.

Summary. The results of Experiment 3 form a clear
pattern. As predicted, the math verification task inter
fered with timing performance both by lengthening tem
poral productions and by rendering the productions more
variable. Furthermore, all three timing measures showed
that the difficult version of the task caused a greater dis
ruption of timing than did the easy version. Timing re
sponses on the 5-sec timing task tended to be more vari
able than those of the 2-sec timing task, and responses
became both longer and more variable across trials. The
most important aspect of Experiment 3, however, in
volves the analysis of nontemporal task performance. Not
only did nontemporal demands disrupt timing perfor
mance but timing disrupted nontemporal performance as
well. The data show a clear pattern of mutual temporal
and nontemporal dual-task interference. Compared with
control conditions (where the only task was math), the
addition ofa concurrent timing task caused a measurable
decline in math performance. The subjects made more
errors, they became less sensitive (i.e., less able to detect
the targets), and even their decision making was altered
(they became more conservative in their responses). These
effects are exactly what one would expect if subjects
were not giving their full attention to the task.

5 Sec2 Sec
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Table 2
Summary of Interference Effects in Timing Performance

Timing Versus Easy Versus
Measure Timing + Task Difficult Task

Experiment I: Pursuit Rotor Tracking

Temporal production No No
Standard deviation Yes No
Coefficient of variation Yes No

Experiment 2: Visual Search

Temporal production Yes Yes
Standard deviation Yes No
Coefficient of variation Yes No

Experiment 3: Mental Arithmetic

Temporal production Yes Yes
Standard deviation Yes Yes
Coefficient of variation Yes Yes

Note-Yes = the presence ofan effect; No = the absence ofan effect.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The research produced a mixed pattern of interference
effects between temporal and nontemporal tasks. These
findings provide important information concerning the
role and nature ofprocessing resources in time perception.

Summary of Timing Performance
The time judgment data, summarized in Table 2, show

the classic interference effect in timing. Nontemporal
task demands disrupted timing performance in each ex
periment. That is, temporal productions became longer
and/or more variable with the addition of a concurrent
nontemporal task. The magnitude ofthese effects was re
markably similar across the three experiments, indicat
ing that the different nontemporal tasks exerted a simi
lar degree ofdisruption in timing (cf. Figures 1, 2, and 3).
These results are consistent with the wide range of in
terference studies, reviewed earlier, that suggest that tim
ing depends on a pool ofgeneralized processing resources.
Experiments 2 and 3 showed a significant, graded dete
rioration in timing performance (as measured by mean
production scores) from the control to easy to difficult
task conditions. Experiment 3 also showed a correspond
ing increase in variability (both SD and coefficient of
variation scores) across the three conditions. These re
sults are in line with the predictions of the attentional al
location model. As more resources are drawn from time
keeping functions to meet nontemporal task demands,
timing performance becomes more unreliable because
fewer temporal cues are processed and stored.

Two other aspects of timing performance deserve
comment. First, each experiment showed a linear in
crease in the magnitude of temporal productions from
Trials 1 to 4. This lengthening effect occurred across all
treatment conditions, although the effect was stronger in
the 5-sec timing conditions than in the 2-sec timing con
ditions. The lengthening effect represents a judgment
bias that has been observed in many other studies in
volving serial productions (Eson & Kafka, 1952; Falk &
Bindra, 1954; Hicks & Allen, 1979; Ross, 1969; Sheet-

man, 1970; M. Treisman, 1963). The phenomenon has
been attributed to a decline in "temporal arousal"
(M. Treisman, 1963) or a "vigilance decrement" (Hicks
& Allen, 1979) brought about by task monotony. The in
crease in time judgment variability across trials observed
in Experiments 1 and 3 is also consistent with this view.
These results can be accommodated by any number of
theoretical accounts emphasizing the role of processing
resources in time perception.

The other noteworthy result in the timing data in
volves the variability of the 2-sec versus 5-sec temporal
productions. In Experiment 1, coefficient of variation
scores were larger for the 2-sec productions and smaller
for the 5-sec productions. This result is similar to that re
ported by Grondin, Metthe, and Koren (1994), who ar
gued that shorter productions are more variable because
they require more frequent interventions of the motor
system. However, one must question the robustness ofthis
finding, given that, in Experiment 2, no effect was found
and, in Experiment 3, the opposite result was obtained.
The variability of temporal productions was more con
sistently related to nontemporal task demands than to
target duration.

Summary of Nontemporal Performance
Nontemporal task performance is summarized in

Table 3. One constant feature of nontemporal task per
formance across the three experiments involves the easy
and difficult versions ofeach nontemporal task. The var
ious performance measures confirmed that these manip
ulations were successful, with the difficult task condi
tions associated with slower responding, less accuracy,
and/or reduced perceptual sensitivity, relative to the easy
task conditions. These results correspond with the tim
ing data, which show a decrement in time judgment per
formance as a function of nontemporal task demands.
According to the attentional allocation model, time judg-

Table 3
Summary of Interference and Task Difficulty

Effects in Nontemporal Task Performance

Task Versus Easy Versus
Measure Task + Timing Difficult Task

Experiment I: Pursuit Rotor Tracking

Time on target No" Yes

Experiment 2: Visual Search

Characters per second No Yes
A' Sensitivity index No Yes
B" Bias index No Yest

Experiment 3: Mental Arithmetic

Problems evaluated No Yes
Percent correct Yes No
A' Sensitivity index Yes No
B" Bias index Yes Yest

Note-Yes = the presence ofan effect; No = the absence of an effect.
'Less interference occurred under dual-task (tracking + timing) con
ditions involving the difficult (fast-target) version ofthe task. "The
difficult task condition produced a stricter criterion (relatively greater
bias to respond "no"). :The difficult task condition produced a more
lax criterion (relatively greater bias to respond "yes").
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Perceptual/Cognitive Response

Table 4
Classification of Tasks Based on Their Reliance on

Different Combinations of Specialized Resource Pools

Note-From "Processing Resources and Attention" by Christopher D.
Wickens (1991). In D. L. Damos (Ed.), Multiple-Task Performance
(pp. 3-34, Fig. 1.4). London: Taylor & Francis. Copyright 1991 by
Taylor & Francis. Adapted with permission.

Verbal Print reading Speech
Voice understanding
Rehearsal
Mental arithmetic
Logical reasoning

particular interest, as they include many issues pertinent
to the present discussion. Although they differ on some
details, the two models share many common features.

Multiple resource theory. The main elements ofmul
tiple resource theory have been outlined in several im
portant publications (Kantowitz & Knight, 1976; Navon
& Gopher, 1979, 1980;Wickens, 1980, 1984, 1986, 1991,
1992). The theory is an extension ofKahneman's (1973)
capacity theory of attention, which postulates the exis
tence of a single reservoir of limited processing re
sources; interference occurs when the demands of two
(or more) concurrent tasks exceed available capacity. Al
though the capacity theory accounts for many findings,
Wickens (1984) describes a number ofeffects that it can
not explain. Such phenomena include difficulty insensi
tivity, in which increases in the difficulty of one task
have no effect on performance of a concurrent task, and
difficulty uncoupling, in which a relatively easy task may
cause more dual-task interference than a relatively diffi
cult task. These and other effects led to the development
of multiple resource theory, which argues that there are
a number of separate pools of specialized processing re
sources. In this view, maximum interference occurs be
tween tasks that rely primarily on the same specialized
pool(s) ofresources, whereas minimal (or no) interference
occurs between tasks drawing from different resource
pools (referred to as disjoint resources by Navon & Go
pher, 1980). Many tasks depend on some combination of
different resources, and so the resource overlap between
any two tasks may be only partial. Partial overlap results
in an intermediate degree of dual-task interference.

Wickens (1984, 1992) has tentatively identified sev
eral dichotomies that define individual resource pools.
These dichotomies relate to processing stages (percep
tual/central resources- vs. response-based resources),
processing codes (spatial vs. verbal resources), and
modalities (visual vs. auditory). In a revised formulation
(Wickens, 1991), the modalities dimension was dropped,
thus leaving a 2 X 2 resource matrix formed by combin
ing the two stages and two codes. Wickens (1991, p. 18)
identified particular tasks with the four combinations of
resource pools (see Table 4). Tasks that share resources
across one or both dimensions are more likely to inter
fere with one another.

The nontemporal tasks used in the present research
can be mapped directly onto this framework. Pursuit
rotor tracking involves primarily spatial and response
based resources, visual search relies on spatial and per
ceptual/central resources, and mental arithmetic is asso
ciated with verbal and perceptual/central resources. How
does prospective timing fit into this scheme? In terms of
Wickens's (1991) processing stages, timing is probably
aligned with perceptual/central processing. Although
subjects must always execute some overt response to
make their time judgments (buttonpresses at 2- and 5-sec
rates in the present case), the response demands are
minor in comparison with the perceptual and cognitive
processes involved. In terms ofprocessing codes, timing
probably depends primarily (but not exclusively) on ver-

Manual control
Keyboard presses

Velocity flow fields
Spatial relations
Mental rotation
Image transformations

Spatial

Resources, Timing, and Interference
Limited attempts have been made to incorporate time

perception into mainstream theoretical models of atten
tional resources and dual-task timesharing (see Wickens,
1992, pp. 394-395). However, two models-multiple re
source theory and the working memory model-are of

ment performance deteriorated because fewer resources
were available for temporal processing.

However, the main test of the model concerns patterns
of bidirectional interference between the temporal and
nontemporal tasks, as revealed by comparisons ofsingle
versus dual-task performance. Experiments 1 and 2
showed a performance decrement from single- to dual
task conditions for timing only. There was no corre
sponding decline in nontemporal task performance. In
fact, tracking performance in some conditions ofExper
iment 1 improved (a concurrence benefit) with the addi
tion of a timing task. A clear picture of bidirectional in
terference occurred only in Experiment 3. In this case,
mental arithmetic disrupted timing performance, and
timing disrupted mental arithmetic performance. This
pattern ofbidirectional, mutual interference is consistent
with the idea that the temporal and nontemporal tasks draw
from a common pool of limited attentional resources.

As a whole, the data provide limited support for the
attentional allocation model. The pattern of interference
between temporal and nontemporal task performance
was asymmetrical in Experiments 1 and 2 (temporal in
terference only) and symmetrical only in Experiment 3
(both temporal and nontemporal interference). Thus, two
basic questions must be addressed: (1) Why does timing
disrupt concurrent mental arithmetic but not visual
search or pursuit rotor tracking? (2) Why do all three
nontemporal tasks (pursuit rotor, visual search, and men
tal arithmetic) disrupt concurrent timing? A more so
phisticated framework than the attentional allocation
model is needed to account for these effects. Ideally,
such a framework should be able to specify the nature of
attentional resources in timing and describe the mecha
nisms of attentional sharing between concurrent tempo
ral and nontemporal tasks.
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bal rather than spatial resources. This assumption is
based on two considerations. First, subvocal counting is
a common and effective strategy for timing relatively
short intervals (Poynter, 1989). Although strategies in
volving visual and motor processes may also be used,
counting is probably the predominant strategy (see
Brown, Newcomb, & Kahrl, 1995, p. 536). Second, dual
task experiments indicate that temporal order informa
tion requires verbal rather than spatial resources (e.g.,
Healy, 1975; Klapp, Marshburn, & Lester, 1983; Klapp
& Netick, 1988). Sequential order is considered to be one
ofthe main attributes ofpsychological time (Fraisse, 1978,
1984; Michon & Jackson, 1984), and, to the extent that
temporal order is related to perceived duration, it is rea
sonable to assume that they both involve similar sets of
processing resources.

Multiple resource theory provides a plausible answer
to the question concerning interference in the nontem
poral tasks. Timing disrupts mental arithmetic because
both tasks rely on the same resource pools-namely, per
ceptual/central resources and verbal resources. Compe
tition for these limited resources leads to a mutual dete
rioration in math and timing. Timing does not disrupt
visual search or pursuit rotor tracking, because these
tasks rely on different sets of resources. The theory is
less successful at explaining why all three nontemporal
tasks disrupt timing performance. Mental arithmetic cre
ates interference because ofa direct competition for per
ceptual/central and verbal resources. Although the visual
search task is not affected by concurrent timing, timing
is disrupted by visual search, perhaps because both tasks
rely on perceptual/central resources. In fact, asymmetry
in dual-task interference is not unusual (see Tsang,
Shaner, & Vidulich, 1995; Wickens, 1980, pp. 244-249).
Wickens (1980) argues that dual-task interference is a
joint function ofthe competition for specialized resources
and the degree to which those resources contribute to
task performance. Difficulty insensitivity for one of the
tasks may result if the resource contribution is small,
even though both tasks share the same resource pool. In
the present case, visual search requires a large enough
share of perceptual/central resources to adversely affect
concurrent timing performance, whereas those resources
consumed by timing may not be sufficient to degrade
concurrent search performance. However, the theory
cannot explain why the pursuit rotor tracking task inter
feres with concurrent timing performance. According to
Wickens's (1991) model, the two tasks rely on disjoint
resources and should not interfere (see Table 2).

Working memory model. The working memory
model represents an alternative conceptualization of
short-term memory. The model bears many similarities
to multiple resource theory, including an emphasis on
specialized limited-capacity resources. The model was
first outlined by Baddeley and Hitch (1974), and the
main features of the current version are summarized in
several recent publications (see Baddeley, 1986, 1992a,
1992b, 1993, 1994).

The working memory system is composed of three
components: a central executive that handles higher level
cognitive processes and directs the activities of two sec
ondary components (or "slave systems"), the phonolog
icalloop and the visuospatial sketchpad. The phonolog
ical (or articulatory) loop is responsible for maintaining
and manipulating speech-based information. The phono
logical loop is divided into two functional parts (Badde
ley, 1992a, 1992b; Baddeley, Lewis, & Vallar, 1984).
One part is a phonological store, a short-term (1-2 sec)
buffer memory for acoustic information; the other is an
articulatory control process, responsible for inner speech
and subvocalization. The visuospatial sketchpad is re
sponsible for manipulating visual images and perform
ing visuospatial tasks (Baddeley & Lieberman, 1980;
Barton, Matthews, Farmer, & Belyavin, 1995; Vecchi,
Monticellai, & Cornoldi, 1995). Both the phonological
loop and the visuospatial sketchpad possess their own
limited pool of specialized resources (see Logie, Zucco,
& Baddeley, 1990).

The central executive is a central control supervisory
system responsible for reasoning, decision making, and
language comprehension. Central executive functions
are essentially attentional in nature (Baddeley, 1990,
1993), and they may include conscious awareness (Bad
deley, 1992a). The role of the central executive in dual
task performance is twofold. First, the central executive
is thought to possess general-purpose resources (Logie
et aI., 1990; Teasdale et aI., 1995). These resources may
be allocated to the phonological loop and the visuospa
tial sketchpad if their specialized resources are depleted
by task demands. However, resources drained from the
central executive will produce a corresponding disrup
tion of any ongoing activities performed under executive
control (e.g., Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). Second, the cen
tral executiveintegrates information from multiple sources
and coordinates dual-task performance (Baddeley, 1993;
Baddeley, Logie, Bressi, Della Sala, & Spinnler, 1986).
Baddeley (1986, 1990, 1992a) has likened the central ex
ecutive to Norman and Shallice's (1986) supervisory at
tentional system (SAS)-a limited-capacity controller
that directs actions, schedules responses, and monitors
ongoing behavior.

How does the working memory model apply to the
present research? The pursuit rotor task (Experiment 1)
has been linked to the visuospatial sketchpad (Baddeley,
1992a; Baddeley et aI., 1975; Baddeley & Lieberman,
1980). The visual search task (Experiment 2) would also
depend on visuospatial; sketchpad resources. Mental
arithmetic (Experiment 3) has been associated primarily
with the central executive (Heathcote, 1994; Hitch, 1978;
Lemaire, Abdi, & Fayol, 1996; Morris & Jones, 1990),
and there is also evidence for the involvement of the
phonological loop (Logie & Baddeley, 1987; Logie et aI.,
1990). Prospective timing is a conscious, intentional
task, requiring continuous updating of the elapsed time.
These elements logically align timing with the central
executive (see also Morris & Jones, 1990). Indeed, Bad-



deley (1992a, 1994) has suggested that the central exec
utive may be fractionated into several separate executive
subsystems; prospective timing may be controlled by
one of these subsystems. The executive timing subsys
tem may also rely on the phonological loop insofar as
timing involves subvocal counting.

The working memory explanation of interference in
nontemporal task performance is similar to that offered
by the multiple resource theory. Concurrent timing dis
rupts mental arithmetic because both tasks are central
executive (and possibly phonological loop) functions.
Thus, the two tasks directly compete for the same re
sources, leading to mutual interference. Visual search
and pursuit rotor tracking, however, rely mainly on the
visuospatial sketchpad, and so competition for central
timing resources is reduced. The working memory
model also accounts for the question of why all three
nontemporal tasks disrupt timing performance. The cen
tral executive is responsible for coordinating information
and scheduling responses in dual-task situations. Thus,
central executive resources must be shared between tim
ing and the task of coordinating timing with the concur
rent nontemporal task. This coordination process leaves
a suboptimal level of resources available for timing, and
so timing performance suffers. Moreover, increased non
temporal task demands disrupt timing to a greater degree
because a difficult task uses all the resources associated
with a given slave system and begins to draw upon the
general resources ofthe central executive. The result is that
even fewer resources are available for processing time.

Conclusions
A substantial interference effect in timing perfor

mance was obtained in each experiment. Although this
result can be explained by the attentional allocation
model, the model cannot explain the findings regarding
nontemporal performance. The essential weakness ofthe
model is that it is too simple. Multiple resource theory is
able to explain more of the findings. The theory readily
accounts for nontemporal performance in all three ex
periments. It also explains the interference effect in tim
ing in Experiments 2 and 3. All these effects are explic
able in terms ofthe competition (or lack ofcompetition)
for specialized resources. However, multiple resource
theory fails to explain why the interference effect in tim
ing occurred in Experiment 1, when in fact it predicts no
such interference. The working memory model provides
a more comprehensive account of both temporal and
nontemporal task performance. The patterns of interfer
ence and lack of interference observed in nontemporal
task performance are explained in terms ofcommon and
disjoint resources. The advantage of the working mem
ory model is that it also can account for the interference
effect in timing in all three experiments. According to
the model, this effect occurs because the coordination of
dual tasks will itself use some of the central resources
ordinarily allocated to timing.

Direct comparisons of the multiple resource theory
and working memory model pose a special challenge.
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Both are designed to handle the same types of phenom
ena and so rely on similar concepts. The main difference
is that the working memory model includes a provision
for general-purpose resources (the central executive),
whereas multiple resource theory more strictly empha
sizes specialized resource pools. However, multiple re
source theorists (e.g., Wickens, 1984) have suggested
that there may be a pool of general, undifferentiated re
sources available to all tasks. Wickens (1991, p. 21) has
also speculated on the existence of an "executive mech
anism" responsible for scheduling and coordinating mul
tiple tasks. Indeed, the central executive component of
working memory and the perceptual/central resource
pool ofmultiple resource theory share many similarities.
Although the working memory model offers the best ex
planation of the present findings, a definitive theoretical
account awaits further testing. One direction for future
research would be to combine timing tasks with specific
procedures or effects associated with each model. For
example, researchers in working memory have identified
particular tasks with specific components of the working
memory system. On the basis of the present results, one
would expect that tasks associated with the central exec
utive would lead to mutual interference with concurrent
timing tasks, whereas tasks aligned with the phonologi
cal loop or visuospatial sketchpad would interfere with
timing only. Similarly, tasks that have been linked to spe
cific combinations ofresources in multiple resource the
ory (see Table 4) should be tested systematically, and the
patterns ofinterference should be examined. Nontempo
ral tasks that show bidirectional interference are as
sumed to share common resources with timing.

Certain methodological issues may be addressed in fu
ture investigations. These issues include the timing task
itself, the nature of the nontemporal tasks, and the allo
cation of resources to concurrent temporal and nontem
poral processing. First, different timing tasks may pro
duce different patterns of interference. Although much
of the discussion has centered on the nontemporal tasks,
it is important also to examine the range of timing tasks
that interfere with nontemporal performance. For exam
ple, timing tasks that lend themselves to a subvocal
counting strategy (as in the present case) may be espe
cially disruptive for concurrent verbal or numerical pro
cessing tasks, whereas timing tasks that preclude count
ing (such as judgments of very short or very long intervals)
may be less disruptive. Research involving various in
tervals, time judgment methods, and timing strategies
would help define the nature and extent of the interfer
ence effect. A second methodological issue involves
nontemporal task difficulty, or workload. The mixed pat
tern ofbidirectional interference across studies could be
explained in terms of the comparative difficulty of dif
ferent nontemporal tasks. That is, if one task requires
fewer resources than another, then it could more easily
absorb the added demands of a concurrent timing task
and show no interference. The task requiring more re
sources would be more susceptible to interference from
timing. Future researchers may seek to equate the diffi-
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culty level of nontemporal tasks via such procedures as
the secondary task technique (designed to measure resid
ual capacity not used by a concurrent or primary task),
physiological indices of resource demand, or subjective
ratings (see Wickens, 1992, pp. 393-402). A serious
complication in workload assessment, however, is that
many tasks rely on specialized resources (Gopher &
Donchin, 1986; O'Donnell & Eggemeier, 1986; Wick
ens, 1992). The third issue concerns the allocation of re
sources to temporal and nontemporal processing. In the
present experiments, the subjects were instructed to give
equal priority to the temporal and nontemporal tasks.
This procedure corresponds to the 50%/50% condition
in Macar's attentional sharing experiments on the inter
ference effect (Grondin & Macar, 1992; Macar et al.,
1994). But despite these instructions, subjects may actu
ally treat one task as primary and the other as secondary.
One potential solution would be to test a wider range of
allocation strategies, with subjects instructed to devote
different proportions ofattention to concurrent temporal
and nontemporal tasks (e.g., Macar et al., 1994). Such
data can be used to create perceiver operating character
istic (POC) functions (Grondin & Macar, 1992) to eval
uate dual-task performance (see Wickens, 1992, pp. 366
373). However, it should be noted that this procedure is
associated with its own methodological difficulties and
problems of interpretation (Navon, 1984; Tsang, Ve
lazquez, & Vidulich, 1996).

The present results, in conjunction with the previous
literature and the theoretical considerations outlined
above, point to three general conclusions about the na
ture of timing.

I. Time perception is probably handled by general
purpose processing resources. These are the same re
sources used by an executive mechanism to integrate in
formation, coordinate actions, and oversee multi task
processing. Although some investigators (e.g., Fortin
et al., 1993) have argued against the idea ofaligning tim
ing with general resources, the empirical evidence on the
interference effect argues strongly in its favor. This is not
to say that time perception involves only executive-level
generalized resources. Resources specialized for verbal,
visual, and motor tasks may also be utilized to the extent
that one relies on corresponding timekeeping strategies.
These strategies, however, are directed by a central tim
ing process dependent on general-purpose resources.

2. Timing is very sensitive to cognitive demands. This
effect is shown in the asymmetrical patterns of interfer
ence between temporal and nontemporal tasks. Only one
nontemporal task was affected by concurrent timing,
whereas timing was seriously disrupted by all three con
current nontemporal tasks. Timing is also affected by
even relatively light processing loads. In each experi
ment, the addition of the easy version of the nontempo
ral task caused a substantial disruption in timing perfor
mance. Many other studies have reported similar results.
This susceptibility to cognitive workload occurs because
any nonautomatized task probably taps into general-level

resources to some degree (see Baddeley, 1993, p. 168).
Furthermore, the prospective paradigm, combined with
concurrent nontemporal task demands, creates a dual
task situation that invokes the control and coordination
function ofgeneral executive resources. This reliance on
central resources is why time judgment performance is
often used as an indicator of overall cognitive function.
In fact, timing is so sensitive to changes in cognitive pro
cessing that distorted time perception is a defining fea
ture of many altered states of consciousness (Block,
1979; Ludwig, 1966; Tart, 1975) and is considered to be
a classic symptom of various psychopathological condi
tions (e.g., Hibbard, Migliaccio, Goldstone, & Lhamon,
1975; Kuhs, Hermann, Kammer, & Tolle, 1991; Lhamon
& Goldstone, 1973). Not coincidentally, these conditions
are associated with major changes in general executive
functioning.

3. Timing disrupts concurrent nontemporal task per
formance to the extent that the nontemporal task uses the
same general executive resources used by timing. This
point highlights the importance of assessing perfor
mance on both the temporal and the nontemporal tasks.
Measuring performance on both concurrent tasks is a
routine procedure for investigators studying specialized
resources, whereas time researchers typically have ig
nored the issue. But performance on the nontemporal task
may reveal important information concerning the nature
of resource demands in timing. Bidirectional interfer
ence between temporal and nontemporal tasks suggests
that the two tasks rely on the same processing resources
or mechanisms; asymmetrical interference (in either di
rection) suggests that the two tasks do not draw equally
from a common resource pool. Such patterns of interfer
ence may allow investigators to specify the resource de
mands oftemporal and nontemporal tasks more precisely.
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NOTES

I. The formula for A' may be written as

A' = .5 + [P(hit)-p(fa)][1 +p(hit)-p(fa)] ,

[4p(hit)][I-p(fa)]

where p(hit) is the probability of a hit and p(fa) is the probability of a
false alarm.

2. The formula for B" may be written as

B"= {p(hit)[I-p(hit)]}-{p(fa)[I-p(fa)]}

{p(hit)[I-p(hit)]}+{p(fa)[I-p(fa)]} ,

where p(hit) is the probability of a hit and p(fa) is the probability of a
false alarm.

3. Two subjects were not included in this analysis because a lack of
false alarms in some conditions precluded the calculation of B". The
analysis reported here is based on the remaining 31 subjects.

4. In some writings (e.g., Wickens, 1991), these resources are re
ferred to as perceptual/cognitive resources.
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